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New in TRITON AP-DATA v8.1
Topic 41120 / Updated: 12-Oct-2015

Version 8.1 of Websense TRITON AP-DATA is a major release that resolves customer 
issues and offers several  new features, including:

 Email Gateway virtual appliance for Microsoft Office 365, page 2

 Content Gateway appliance for web DLP and SSL decryption, page 3

 Consistent TRITON Manager navigation, page 3

 More stringent password requirements, page 6

 Virtualization systems, page 7

 New predefined policies, page 7

 Change in support, page 7

Email Gateway virtual appliance for Microsoft Office 365

Version 8.1 includes a new virtual appliance to provide DLP capabilities for Microsoft 
Exchange Online. When deployed in the cloud IaaS platform, Azure, the virtual 
machine allows outbound email from Exchange Online to be analyzed for data loss or 
theft. Email containing sensitive data can be permitted, quarantined, or encrypted. 
Sensitive attachments can also be dropped.

The Email Gateway component is included with AP-DATA Gateway; Data Security 
Suite; TRITON Enterprise, Data Security Gateway, and Data Protect subscriptions.

Applies To: Websense TRITON AP-DATA v8.1
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Please note that you cannot install both TRITON AP-EMAIL and Email Gateway for 
Office 365 components on the same management server. However, you can scan on-
premises Exchange email using the protector and also use the Email Gateway virtual 
appliance to scan outbound email from Exchange Online (Office 365).

See the TRITON AP-DATA Installation Guide and the Email Gateway Setup Poster 
for setup instructions.

Content Gateway appliance for web DLP and SSL decryption

Version 8.1 also includes a Web Content Gateway soft appliance. It provides DLP 
policy enforcement for the web channel (HTTP and HTTPS), including decryption of 
SSL traffic. This core AP-DATA component permits the use of custom policies, 
fingerprinting, and more. 

Like Email Gateway, the Web Content Gatetway component is included with AP-
DATA Gateway; Data Security Suite; TRITON Enterprise, Data Security Gateway, 
and Data Protect subscriptions.

Web Content Gateway is also included in TRITON AP-WEB. In addition to SSL 
decryption, this gateway provides URL filtering/category, content security, web 
policy enforcement, and more. 

If you are licensed for AP-WEB with the DLP module or AP-DATA Gateway, you can 
use the web category database to define DLP policies for the web channel.

See the TRITON AP-DATA Installation Guide for installation instructions.

Consistent TRITON Manager navigation

In v8.1, the navigation menus in the Data Security manager have been reordered for a 
more consistent experience with the other TRITON Manager web and email modules 
and to make options accessible with fewer clicks.

The images below show the old and the new menus. The sections boxed in red show 
some of the new changes.
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Main Menu
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Settings Menu

In addition, in this version, some options have been renamed. Most notably: 

 The Today page is now called the Dashboard.

 URL Categories and User Names is now called Linking Service.

 Incident Archive is now Archive Storage.

 Archive is now Archive Partitions.

 Under Deployment, Endpoint is now called Endpoint Profiles.

The table below shows changes to the navigation paths.

Main Tab

Old New

Main > Status > Today Main > Status > Dashboard

Main > Status > Traffic Log Main > Logs > Traffic Log

Main > Status > System Log Main > Logs > System Log

Main > Status > Audit Log Main > Logs > Audit Log
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More stringent password requirements

For added security, this version has more stringent password requirements for 
TRITON and service account administrators. Now, passwords must:

 Be at least 8 characters

 Contain upper case characters

 Contain lower case characters

 Contain numbers

 Contain non-alphanumeric characters

Settings Tab

Old New

Settings > General > System > Reporting Settings > General > Reporting

Settings > General > System > Backup Settings > General > Backup

Settings > General > System > Incident 
Report

Settings > General > Incident Report

Settings > General > System > Endpoint Settings > General > Endpoint

Settings > General > System > Mobile Settings > General > Mobile

Settings > General > System > Remediation Settings > General > Remediation

Settings > General > System > Mail Servers Settings > General > Mail Servers

Settings > General > System > Alerts Settings > General > Alerts

Settings > General > System > Incident 
Archive

Settings > General > Archive Storage

Settings > General > System > URL 
Categories & User Names

Settings > General > Linking Service

Settings > General > System > User 
Directories

Settings > General > User Directories

Settings > General > Archive Settings > General > Archive Partitions

Settings > General > System > Subscription Settings > General > Subscription

Settings > General > Authorization > 
Administrators

Settings > Authorization > Administrators

Settings > General > Authorization > Roles Settings > Authorization > Roles

Settings > General > Authorization > My 
Settings

Settings > Authorization > My Settings

Settings > Deployment > Endpoint Settings > Deployment > Endpoint Profiles
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Virtualization systems

Secondary TRITON AP-DATA servers can now run on Hyper-V over Windows 
Server 2008 R2 or Windows Server 2012.

New predefined policies

Version 8.1 includes 3 new predefined policies:

 Indonesia PII - Policy for detection of Indonesian Single Identity Numbers 
(Nomor Induk Kependudukan).

 Deep Web URLs - Policy for detecting deep web URLs that end with the pseudo-
top-level domains .onion and .i2p. The deep web is a portion of World Wide Web 
content that is not indexed by standard search engines and that is intentionally 
hidden from the regular Internet, accessible only with special software, such as 
Tor. Such URLs are used for anonymous defamation, unauthorized leaks of 
sensitive information and copyright infringement, distribution of illegal sexual 
content, selling controlled substances, money laundering, bank fraud, credit card 
fraud and identity theft, among other things.

 PKCS #12 Files - Policy for detecting PKCS #12 files (.p12, .pfx) that are 
commonly used to bundle a private key with its X.509 certificate.

In addition, several related and other rules and classifiers have been added.

Change in support

Starting v8.1, the following agents, modes, and operating systems have been 
discontinued or are no longer supported: 

 Inline protector mode - Inline protector mode is no longer offered. You can use 
the protector to monitor HTTP transactions and monitor or protect email 
transactions. However, if you need to enforce web traffic, you must integrate the 
protector with a third-party proxy via ICAP or use a Web Content Gateway 
appliance instead. If your protector is already deployed inline, you do not need to 
relocate it in your network to upgrade it to v8.1; but if you do upgrade it, it will no 
longer enforce HTTP traffic. You can continue to use v8.0.x and 7.8.x protectors 
inline after you upgrade your management server to v8.1. However, you will no 
longer be able to configure or view them in the Data Security manager.

 TMG agent - Although the TMG agent is no longer offered, Websense will 
continue to support agents already deployed and in use. 

 Windows XP - TRITON AP-ENDPOINT DLP no longer supports Windows XP 
in v8.1. Customers with v8.0.x, v7.8.x of the endpoint can continue to use 
Windows XP, because those endpoint versions are backward compatible with the 
v8.1 management server.
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Requirements
Topic 41120 / Updated: 12-Oct-2015

Operating system support

For the operating system requirements of TRITON AP-DATA modules see the  
Deployment and Installation Center in the Websense Technical Library, and click 
TRITON AP-DATA Requirements.

Hardware requirements

See the Deployment and Installation Center in the Websense Technical Library for 
TRITON AP-DATA hardware requirements. Click TRITON AP-DATA Requirements 
and then scroll below the operating system table. Requirements are listed for each 
TRITON AP-DATA module.

Backward compatibility

Where indicated below, TRITON AP-DATA v8.1 can support older supplemental 
servers, agents, and endpoints. 

Supplemental servers

The TRITON management server v8.1 is fully compatible with Data Security 
supplemental servers v7.8.x and later. 

Agents

Starting with v8.1, TRITON AP-DATA no longer supports the TMG agent, new or 
existing.

The FCI and mobile agents must be at v8.1 to work with v8.1 of the management 
server.

Crawlers and protectors can be running version 7.8.x or later.

Applies To: Websense TRITON AP-DATA v8.1
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Endpoint

TRITON AP-DATA v8.1 can support older endpoint versions if you upgrade your 
management server rather than un-install and re-install it from scratch. 

Version 7.8.x and 8.0.x endpoints are fully compatible with the v8.1 management 
server. They can accept new policies, classifiers, profiles, incidents, fingerprint 
updates, and status notifications. To take advantage of new features, however, they 
must be upgraded to v8.1. 

Version 8.1 does not support v7.7.x endpoints or earlier.

TRITON AP-WEB

The Web Content Gateway included in TRITON AP-WEB has an on-board DLP 
policy engine. It must be at v7.8.x or later to work with TRITON AP-DATA v8.1. 

Note that TRITON AP-DATA Gateway v8.1 also includes a Web Content Gateway 
module. It is always at the same version as the management server. For more details, 
see Content Gateway appliance for web DLP and SSL decryption.

TRITON AP-EMAIL

TRITON AP-EMAIL includes an on-board DLP policy engine. It must be at v7.8.x or 
later to work with TRITON AP-DATA v8.1. 

Installation and Upgrade
Topic 41120 / Updated: 12-Oct-2015

New installation

A step-by-step guide to installing TRITON AP-DATA can be found here:

 Installing TRITON AP-DATA v8.1.x

Applies To: Websense TRITON AP-DATA v8.1

Important
If you are installing or upgrading Websense software on a 
Windows 2008 R2 machine that does not have service 
pack 1 installed, you must update to the Microsoft .NET 
Framework v4.5 before beginning. 
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Before you begin, open Windows Control Panel and verify that the “Current language 
for non-Unicode programs” in the Administrative tab of the Region and Language 
settings is set to English. After the installation, you can change it back to the original 
language.

Upgrading TRITON AP-DATA

Websense Data Security must be at version 7.8.x or v8.0.x in order to upgrade to 
TRITON AP-DATA v8.1. If you have an earlier version, there are interim steps to 
perform. These are shown in the table below.

Step-by-step guides to upgrading your Data Security installation can be found here:

 Upgrading to TRITON AP-DATA v8.1.x from v7.8.x or v8.0.x

 Upgrading from v7.7 to 7.8 

 Upgrading from v7.6.x to 7.8.x

 Migrating from v7.5.x to 7.8.x

Post-upgrade

If you want to install management components for the new Email Gateway for 
Microsoft Office 365, you must run the installer a second time and choose Modify. On 
the Modify screen, select TRITON AP-EMAIL and then follow the wizard. Note that 
a VM image must be installed in the Microsoft Azure cloud as well. 

Your 
current 
version

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

7.1.x Migrate to 7.6.0 Upgrade to 7.7.2 Upgrade to 7.8.4 Upgrade to 8.1

7.5.x Migrate to 7.6.0 Upgrade to 7.7.2 Upgrade to 7.8.4 Upgrade to 8.1

7.6.x Upgrade to 7.7.2 Upgrade to 7.8.4 Upgrade to 8.1

7.7.x Upgrade to 7.8.4 Upgrade to 8.1

7.8.x Upgrade directly
to 8.1

8.0.x Upgrade directly
to 8.1
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Resolved and known issues
Topic 41120 / Updated: 12-Oct-2015

A list of resolved and known issues is available in the Websense knowledgebase. 
You must log on to MyWebsense to view the list.

Applies To: Websense TRITON AP-DATA v8.1
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